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Bit Patterning in SOAs: Statistical Characterization
Through Multicanonical Monte Carlo Simulations
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Abstract—We present a simulation tool based on the Mul-
ticanonical Monte Carlo (MMC) method to characterize the
statistical properties of bit patterning in semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOAs). Our tool estimates the conditional probability
density functions (PDFs) of marks and spaces of the received
signal. We introduce an experimental technique to directly mea-
sure the conditional PDFs of the received marks and spaces using
a high bandwidth sampling scope. We demonstrate that predic-
tions from our simulation tool match the experimental data. We
measure the bit error rate (BER) of a SOA-based preamplified
receiver, where the SOA operates in the nonlinear regime, and
demonstrate that our simulation tool can predict the measured
BER.

Index Terms—BER, ISI, MMC, modeling, patterning, SOA.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LL-OPTICAL signal processing techniques for future ad-
vanced optical networks are now among the key research

topics in the optical communication society. The semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA) is instrumental in this context due to
its compactness, integrability and rich nonlinear functionality.
Some major examples of SOA-based optical signal processing
applications include wavelength conversion [1], 2R and 3R all-
optical signal regeneration [2], [3], intensity noise suppression
[4], inline amplification [5], and this list is by no means exhaus-
tive.

These emerging applications pose new challenges in design
and optimization of future optical networks. From the view-
point of communication systems engineering we need efficient
tools to evaluate the performance of optical links via calcula-
tion of the bit error rate (BER). A frequently adopted means to
evaluate the BER in optical communication is the semi-analyt-
ical numerical method based on Karhunen–Loeve (KL) expan-
sion and saddle-point integration [6]. With this technique, the
BER can be accurately calculated down to very small values;
the lower bound on computable BER is often set by the ma-
chine precision. The fiber dispersion, the amplified spontaneous
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emission (ASE) of linear optical amplifiers, and the Gaussian
receiver noise are included, and optical and electrical filters can
have arbitrary shapes. The photodetector is modeled as an ideal
square-law device in series with a lowpass filter, which can be
characterized and absorbed into the electrical filter. However,
the major limitation of the KL-based semi-analytical BER cal-
culation technique is the requirement of Gaussian noise statis-
tics before photodetection. Although the Gaussian assumption
can be retained in the presence of moderate fiber nonlinearity
in special cases [7], the signal-noise interdependency in general
limits the applicability of the KL-based method. An example of
where the KL-based method is of limited value is the presence
of a saturated SOA in the link.

The SOA is a nonlinear element with memory [8]. The
nonlinearity of the SOA is mainly due to carrier depletion
induced saturation (typical saturation power of SOAs is around
1–10 mW), whereas its memory is due to its finite carrier
lifetime (typically about 100–500 ps) [9]. The signal-dependent
instantaneous gain of the saturated SOA results in non-Gaussian
statistics at the output, and the finite memory of the SOA leads
to bit patterning effects, thus resulting in “nonlinear”, i.e.,
signal-dependent enhancement of the intersymbol interference
(ISI), on top of the “linear” ISI enhancement stemming from
fiber dispersion, optical and electrical filters. The simplest
dynamic model for the SOA takes into account saturation
and carrier lifetime [10]; while useful in capturing the salient
physical mechanisms in SOA operation, this model ignores
many other important device characteristics. More realistic
SOA models might include distributed carrier-independent loss
[11], [12], carrier-dependent loss [12], ASE generated inside
the SOA cavity [11]–[13], wavelength dependency of the gain
[12], [13], ultrafast dynamics in terms of spectral-hole burning
(SHB) and carrier heating (CH) [11], [13], optical Kerr effect
[13], group velocity dispersion inside the SOA [13], linewidth
enhancement factor dynamics [14], and finally nonlinear po-
larization rotation [15]. Moreover, the carrier rate equations
should be modified if quantum-dot SOAs are investigated.
The inclusion of each of these features in the SOA model
complicates characterization of the received signal statistics.

Analytical treatments of light statistics at the SOA output are
not numerous in the literature, to the authors’ knowledge, due
to the inherent complexity of the problem. An exact analysis
encompassing all the physical mechanisms does not exist. In a
recent study, Ohman and Mork apply second-order regular per-
turbation theory and path integrals to derive analytical expres-
sions for the received signal probability density function (PDF)
when the link is composed of a continuous-wave (CW) laser,
an SOA, an ideal photodetector, and an arbitrary electrical filter
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[16]. The carrier-independent loss and the ASE generated inside
the SOA are included, and the SOA operates in saturation. Since
the analysis is limited to the CW regime, the resulting expres-
sions are useful for BER prediction only when the nonlinear ISI
due to bit-patterning is negligible. In a different approach, Saleh
and Habbab [17] consider a typical optical link consisting of an
ideal On-Off Keying (OOK) transmitter (TX), emitting square
pulses for marks, and zero power for spaces, an SOA, an ideal
photodetector and an integrate-and-dump or an RC electrical
filter. The SOA model includes only saturation and finite car-
rier lifetime. By performing simulations on this model they are
able to determine the range of bit-rates and power levels where
SOA-induced nonlinear ISI enhancement is considerable; how-
ever, the only noise source considered in their model for BER
evaluation is the Gaussian receiver noise.

Another approach to predicting SOA noise statistics is using
computer simulations. Due to the computational complexity of
SOA dynamic models, conventional Monte Carlo simulations
are of limited value. Bilenca and Eisenstein used Multicanon-
ical Monte Carlo (MMC) to study the PDF of the peak power
of a single pulse amplified by the SOA [18], [19]. Their model
included ASE generated inside the SOA, and the input pulses
where assumed noiseless. In [20] we applied MMC to study in-
tensity noise suppression of spectrum-sliced wavelength divi-
sion multiplexed (SS-WDM) systems by an SOA. We also de-
scribed a simple pattern-warping method to improve MMC to
jointly warp the bit pattern and the continuous noise sources.
Another implementation of pattern-warping within the MMC
framework is introduced in [21]. However, in [20] the domi-
nant source of error was noise redistribution of the thermal light
source both after the noise-cleaning SOA and after the channel
selecting filter, not the small residual linear ISI from optical and
electrical filters.

In this paper, which is the extended version of [22], we
describe in detail how our simulation tool can be used in
practice to predict the BER of optical links including nonlinear
SOAs, where ISI is a significant source of error, and provide
an experimental validation. The structure of the paper is as
follows. In Section II we review the existing theory of the SOA
bit patterning. In Section III we introduce our simulation tool.
In Section IV we present our experimental technique to probe
the memory depth of the SOA, and show that both conditional
PDFs of marks and spaces, directly measured in the lab, and
the BER can be accurately predicted by our simulation tool. In
Section V we conclude.

II. SOA MODELING

In this section we discuss modeling the SOA dynamics and
study its impact on bit patterning. The typical link under study
is shown in Fig. 1(a), where are the information bits,
and are the optical fields at the SOA input and output re-
spectively, is the detected optical power, and

is the received signal. Our ultimate goal is to study the PDF
of sampled at the decision instant, taking into account the
memory and nonlinearity of the channel represented in Fig. 1(a),
and to do so, we need to model SOA dynamics.

Fig. 1. (a) Basic setup, and )b) block-diagram of the equivalent lowpass SOA
model.

The departure point of our study of SOA dynamics is the
model presented in [10], which expresses the SOA input and
output optical fields through following relations which neglect
internal losses:

(1)

(2)

where is the linewidth enhancement factor, and is the
total integrated gain, is the carrier lifetime, is the small-
signal total integrated gain, and is the saturation power.

Starting from (1) and (2), the analysis can be conducted in
two disparate directions: we can further simplify the model
presented in (1) and (2) by applying first-order perturbation,
hence deriving small-signal approximations for the received
signal [17], [23]–[25]; on the other hand, we can use (1) and
(2) to build more elaborate models and study the dynamics
numerically [11]. The small-signal model provides insight on
the bit patterning mechanism whereas the numerical method
provides accuracy. We discuss these two methods in the fol-
lowing subsections.

A. Small-Signal Analytical Model

In the small-signal model, the total integrated gain is written
as , where is the average total integrated
gain, and is the zero-mean fluctuations. The input op-

tical power is , where
is the average input power, and is the zero-mean input

power fluctuations. Similar definitions hold for the output op-
tical powers: . Further-

more, we normalize all powers to : ,

, , with similar defi-
nitions for the normalized output powers. The following model
for the SOA operation results

(3)
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where

(4)

In (4) we have ; and satisfies

(5)

and

(6)

In (6) denotes convolution in time and is

(7)

In (7) is the unit step function, and and are given
by the following equations:

(8)

(9)

The equivalent block-diagram of the first-order model is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The nonlinearity of the SOA is due to
signal-dependent gain, and the memory is due to the impulse
response . The input optical power to the SOA is assumed
to be an OOK signal:

(10)

where are the information bits, and is the ideal
rectangular pulse: for and
otherwise, and is the bit duration. Substituting (10) into (3),
and using (4), (6), and (7) we obtain

(11)

where we have assumed bit starts at . In (11) is given
by

(12)

where

(13)

and .
The quantity is a random geometric series [17], [26], whose

exact distribution for arbitrary is not known. The bit patterning
effect resulting from all the preceding bits is captured in ; if all
the preceding bits are zero , and if all are one, . For

, Saleh and Habbab [17] use numerical simulations to
show has approximately the following beta distribution:

(14)

where .
This small-signal analysis provides a tangible explanation of

the bit patterning in SOA; we can isolate in a single random vari-
able the ISI contribution. Nonetheless, analysis of this random
variable is problematic. Furthermore, this analysis lacks preci-
sion, since 1) large signal behavior is not included, and 2) many
important phenomena, notably the ASE and the distributed loss,
are excluded. For these reasons, we turn our attention to more
accurate numerical models, as is described in the next subsec-
tion.

B. Large Signal Numerical Model

As a fair compromise between computational complexity and
completeness, we use the model presented in [11] to model the
SOA. As represented in Fig. 2, in this model the SOA cavity
is divided into sections. The instantaneous gain of the
section is denoted by , and we have .
The input (output) optical field to the section is denoted by

. The input field to the first section is written
as

(15)

where is the optical field input to the SOA, and
models the SOA ASE, as described in [11]. the ASE term is a
complex Gaussian noise, white over the simulation bandwidth;
the variance of this term is treated as a fitting parameter to
match the measured PDFs in Section IV. The input-output op-
tical fields of other sections are related per

(16)

where is a lumped loss modeling the distributed loss of each
section, and is given by

(17)

where is the SOA distributed loss coefficient, and is the
SOA length. The SOA output field is

(18)

and the total integrated gain of the section

(19)
A unique feature of the model presented in [11] is that (19) can
be extended to include SHB and CH if necessary; however, since
in this work we will examine NRZ signals at 10 Gb/s, we could
safely neglect the ultrafast effects. As per [11], the extension
to the ultrafast regime is achieved by complementing (19) with
two coupled differential equations for integrated gains due to
SHB and CH. This roughly amounts to a three-time increase in
computation time. Moreover, while in the ultrafast regime the
simulations step time decreases, the bit duration also decreases,
so the overhead due to increasing the number of waveform tem-
poral samples results in a fractional increase of computation
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Fig. 2. Large signal SOA model.

Fig. 3. Measured and simulated SOA waveforms; blue trace is the measured
SOA output, red waveform is the SOA model output using measured TX output
as input, green waveform is simulation (both TX and SOA).

TABLE I
SOA PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS

time. The implications of the ultrafast dynamics on the pulse
statistics will be addressed in future work.

Fig. 3 illustrates the measured and simulated optical intensi-
ties at the SOA output, using 10 sections. The parameters of the
SOA that we used in the experiments are given in Table I. As
mentioned in the introduction, the nonlinearity of the SOA is
mainly due to carrier depletion induced saturation, whereas its
memory is due to its finite carrier lifetime. To highlight these de-
pendencies, we vary saturation level and the speed of the SOA
response (carrier lifetime) as referenced to the bit rate, as pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The eyediagrams are computed using the SOA
numerical method described in this subsection. The TX and RX
models used in Fig. 4 are described later. Such results numer-
ically support the general trends predicted in the previous sub-
section. In particular, when the SOA carrier lifetime and the bit
duration widely mismatch, i.e., corresponding to very
low bit rate, and for very high bit rates, the patterning
effect vanishes. This trend is predicted by (11) and (12). On the
other hand, at any bit-rate, if the SOA is driven more into sat-
uration the term multiplying in (11) increases, and patterning
effect is enhanced.

To summarize, bit patterning is only important when two sit-
uations occur. The SOA must be in saturation, e.g., as a booster
amplifier, following in-line amplification in 2R or in 3R regen-
erators. Also, the bit-rate must be comparable with the effec-
tive carrier lifetime: when the bit-rate is extremely high [27],
or when the carrier lifetimes are very low (for example, novel
quantum dot SOAs with high saturation power [28]), the pat-
terning effect becomes less important. In the case of typical
commercially available SOAs, and at bit-rates up to 40 Gb/s

some residual patterning effect will exist in SOA-based 2R re-
generators [3].

III. THE SIMULATOR

Having described the SOA model to be exploited, we now
describe the model of the system where the SOA is to be tested
(Section III-A). Following that, we describe in Section III-B the
MMC simulator that allows us to test system performance down
to very low bit error rates with realistic, accurate SOA models.

A. Link Model

1) TX Model: Fig. 5(a) illustrates the lab setup of the
transmitter, and Fig. 5(b) shows its numerical model. Logical
bits enter the TX subsystem and produce a realistic modulated
optical field. and are respectively the optical
fields at the output of the laser, and Mach–Zehnder modulator
(MZM), and is the RF data driving the MZM. Note
that where will be treated as a fitting
parameter including both the laser power and the MZM loss. A
lowpass fourth-order Bessel-Thompson (BT4) filter, ,
in Fig. 5(b) smooths the logical bits. This filter is used for its
small overshoot, and as it gives good fit with the measured
traces; the bandwidth of is set by trial and error, and
we normalize to have . We use the well-known
two-port model of the MZM [30]

(20)

where

(21)

and and are the power split ratios of the MZM couplers,
and is the bias voltage. All voltages in (20) are normalized
to , where is the voltage inducing a phase shift in the
MZM.

Fig. 6 shows the measured waveform at the output of the
transmitter and the simulated result. To achieve this correspon-
dence between experiment and numerical simulation we needed
to extract several parameters. For electrical filter BT4, we set
the 3 dB bandwidth to where is the bit rate, and then
exhaustively searched the 4-dimensional parameter space of all

. We adopted the parameter set where the Eu-
clidean distance between simulated and measured waveforms of
a pre-specified sequence is minimum.

The measurements were taken by a high bandwidth sampling
scope, the mean noise of which was characterized, and the aver-
aging option was enabled to suppress errors from scope noise.

2) RX Model: Two receivers were employed (cf. Fig. 9): RX1
to measure the conditional PDFs and RX2 to measure the BER.
RX1 was an Agilent high bandwidth sampling scope, and RX2 a
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Fig. 4. Eye diagrams at the SOA output for various operational conditions. Bit-rate increases from left to right, and average input power increases from top to
bottom.

Fig. 5. (a) Transmitter (TX) configuration, (b) TX numerical model; PBS:
polarization beam splitter, PC: polarization controller, MZM: Mach–Zehnder
modulator.

bit error rate tester. Block diagrams of these receivers are given
in Fig. 7(a).

In the case of RX1, we assume the receiver is an ideal
square-law device. The receiver noise is denoted by ; all

Fig. 6. Optical intensities at the output of the transmitter, measured (blue) and
simulated (red).

the coupling losses either from VOAs or from optical or RF
couplings are lumped into . In the case of RX2, contains
the RF amplifier gain and all the losses. A white complex
Gaussian process, , models the noise generated by the
receiver EDFA. In Fig. 7(b) the measured frequency responses
of the optical filter , the electrical filter , and
the Agilent photoreceiver are shown.

B. MMC Platform

Referring to Fig. 1, the received signal is

(22)
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Fig. 7. (a) Numerical models of receivers used in measurements; WNG: white
noise generator; (b) frequency domain characterization of RX2.

where is the impulse response of the electrical lowpass
filter. The sampled received signal, corresponding to the current
bit is , where is the optimum sampling time
between 0 and . The conditional PDFs of marks and spaces
are written as

(23)

where corresponds to the conditional PDF of
spaces (marks). Assuming that the “effective” memory of the
link is bits, the truncated conditional PDF of marks and
spaces is

(24)
where summation is over all possible patterns of the past
bits. By effective memory we mean
to be sufficiently small for some metric . We propose to
use Multicanonical Monte Carlo method to estimate the effec-
tive memory length, and the conditional PDF . To de-
termine memory length, we gradually increase until succes-
sively estimated conditional PDFs coincide.

The block-diagram of our MMC simulator is shown in Fig. 8.
The numerical system model is composed of three parts (TX,
SOA, and RX), all described previously. The details of our
MMC platform are presented in [20]. Here we briefly review
them.

We denote the simulation time step by , and the number
of time samples per bit by , i.e., . Assuming
the effective memory is , the past time samples of all
independent noise sources have an impact on the distribution of

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the simulator; NVG: random vector generator, PNG:
pattern number generator.

. The vector of all noise samples is denoted by , which is
explicitly written as

(25)

where and are vectors of independent identically
distributed white complex Gaussian noise samples each of
length ; the former accounts for ASE noise from the SOA
(cf. Fig. 2), and the latter accounts the ASE of the pre-amplified
receiver (cf. Fig. 7); is a real Gaussian random variable
with proper mean and variance modeling the receiver noise (cf.
Fig. 7). The vector contains all the past bits falling in the
effective memory of the link

(26)

The noise vector generator (NVG) subsystems in Fig. 8 is a
Metropolis-Hastings machine [31], which proposes noise vector
samples . The pattern number generator (PNG) subsystem in
Fig. 8 is an other Metropolis-Hastings machine, proposing pat-
tern numbers ; the binary representation of a pattern number
is the bit pattern. The PDF warper accepts or rejects the pro-
posals from NVG and PNG according to the MMC al-
gorithm. Consequently, the PNG performs a random walk over
the index in the summation of (24), while the NVG performs a
random walk to explore the conditional PDFs within the sum.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9. We performed
two different measurements: RX1 to directly measure the condi-
tional PDFs of marks and spaces, and RX2 to measure the BER.

A. Conditional PDFs

We developed an experimental technique, new to our knowl-
edge, to directly measure the conditional PDFs of marks and
spaces using a PC-controlled 50 GHz Agilent 86116A sam-
pling scope. We must unambiguously determine the samples
corresponding to marks and spaces at the receiver; then the his-
togram can be computed. To this end we transmit many packets
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup to measure conditional PDFs (RX1) and BER
(RX2); PG: pattern generator, MZM: Mach–Zehnder modulator, PC: polar-
ization controller, VOA: variable optical attenuator, ISO: isolator, OF: optical
filter, PD: photodetector, BERT: BER tester.

consisting of a De Bruijn sequence preceded by a header of
marks followed by spaces. The DeBruijn sequence of

length is obtained by appending a zero to the end of a PRBS
sequence of length . All possible -bit patterns ap-
pear exactly once in a DeBruijn sequence of length , such
that, if it is used as the transmitted pattern, all summands in
(24) are visited with equal frequency. Processing consists of fil-
tering the zero-averaged packet by a moving average filter of
length and detecting the peak. The location of the peak co-
incides with the one-to-zero transition in the header; once the
header is synchronized, the transmitted sequence can be identi-
fied without error. The principles of this technique are illustrated
in Fig. 10(a).

Several practical considerations enter into setting various pa-
rameters. The sequence length should have bigger
than the (unknown) effective memory of the link. De Bruijn se-
quences end with a series of zeros; to distinguish the one-to-zero
transition in the header we require . Increasing
results in more pronounced peaks in the filtered zero-averaged
packet; if the OSNR is low, the conditional PDFs of marks and
spaces overlap considerably, and we must use a large .

Finally, the temporal setting of the scope, the bit-rate, and
the packet length should satisfy two necessary conditions for
the measurements to be stable. Suppose the buffer length of the
scope is denoted by (for the Agilent 86116A the maximum
is 4096). If we want samples per bit, the sampling time is

, and the temporal width of the scope’s buffer is
; on the other hand, if the time per division of scope

is , we have . Therefore the following condition
should hold

(27)

Clearly the packet must fit in the buffer so

(28)

We do not know the length of the SOA effective memory
a priori; but we can sound the memory depth of SOA as is
depicted in Fig. 10(b). We measured the conditional PDFs

Fig. 10. (a) Steps to measure the conditional PDF using the packetized De
Bruijn sequence; (b) conditional PDFs of marks and spaces measured for three
different length De Bruijn sequences in the packet payload.

for various lengths of the De Bruijn sequence: 3,
5, 7. When is smaller than the link effective memory,
the measured PDFs are meaningless; as approaches the
effective memory, the measured conditional PDFs approach the
true PDFs. Note that the memory sounding can also be done
in software by estimating the truncated conditional PDFs for
increasing values of .

Fig. 11 illustrates measured and simulated conditional PDFs
of marks and spaces when . The SOA input power
was 2.65 dBm, resulting in deep saturation; the bit-rate was
10 Gb/s. The PDFs were calculated at the middle of the bit.
Simulation results are for five MMC cycles of 10 samples each;
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Fig. 11. Measured and simulated conditional PDFs of marks and spaces.

Fig. 12. Measured and simulated BERs at RX2; upper inset shows the condi-
tional PDFs used to estimate the BER curve (one pair per BER curve point),
lower inset is eye diagram for lowest BER estimated.

each cycle took 71 seconds to execute. In Fig. 11, only the PDFs
corresponding to the last cycle are shown.

Using RX2, we measured the BER as a function of the re-
ceived OSNR and present these results in Fig. 12. The SOA av-
erage input power and the bit-rate were set as in the previous
case. MMC simulations (one for conditional PDF of marks, the
other for spaces) were required at each BER point; the BER
was computed by numerically integrating the overlapping tails
of estimated conditional PDFs of marks and spaces. Each PDF
estimation included seven MMC iterations, to improve the ac-
curacy. In the lower inset of Fig. 12 we show an eye diagram
for high OSNR that clearly depicts the strong patterning effect

from the SOA. The upper inset is the set of estimated conditional
PDFs used to calculate one BER point.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a new simulation tool based on MMC to ac-
curately model an optical link containing a nonlinear SOA. We
verified experimentally that our simulator can accurately char-
acterize the received signal statistics in the presence of high
bit patterning due to the saturated SOA. We introduced an ex-
perimental technique to directly measure the conditional PDFs
using a sampling scope, experimentally probed the effective
memory of SOA, and were able to accurately predict the mea-
sured PDFs and BER with our simulator. The purely numerical
nature of the simulator allows for the exact nonlinear dynamics
of the SOA to be captured, and the use of MMC makes it fast and
efficient. Besides being a design and optimization tool per se, it
can be used to 1) examine the accuracy of analytical approxi-
mations, 2) reduce computation time, and 3) study the impact
of changing the modulation format on performance. Moreover,
by adding features to the SOA model of (19), the impact of ultra-
fast processes, nonlinear polarization rotation, enhanced phase
dynamics, and interchannel effects in the multichannel regime
can in principle be assessed.
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